
ICT Year 1/2 Planning 

Explore the App. 
Engineer the task.  
Execute the task. 
Exhibit 
Evaluate the outcome.  

Unit Objective Unit Activities Class Personalisation 

Autumn 1 – 
Presentation 
use search technologies effectively, 
appreciate how results are selected 
and ranked, and be discerning in 
evaluating digital content 
 
select, use and combine a variety of 
software (including internet 
services) on a range of digital 
devices to design and create a 
range of programs, systems and 
content that accomplish given 
goals, including collecting, 
analysing, evaluating and 
presenting data and information 

Use Puppet edu app to create a 
presentation on their Ipads that can then 
be shown to the rest of the class. 
 

 

For children who aren’t ready, they can 
use Showme, to create a set of 
storyboards that show what their 
presentation would contain 

For extending learners, looking at 
designing a second, different presentation 
and comparing then? Which is better? 
Why is it better?  

Autumn 2 – 
Creativity 
select, use and combine a variety of 
software (including internet 
services) on a range of digital 
devices to design and create a 
range of programs, systems and 
content that accomplish given 
goals, including collecting, 
analysing, evaluating and 
presenting data and information 

Children to use the camera app. They 
need to be able to take a photo, thinking 
about how they are placing it into view 
and using focus (and what focus actually 
is). 

 

For children who aren’t ready, they need 
to be able to know what they want to take 
a picture of, and how to use the camera 
app to click and take a photo. 
 

For extending learners, children to write a 
set of instructions on how to take an 
effective photo.  
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Spring 1 – 
Computer Science 
design, write and debug programs 
that accomplish specific goals, 
including controlling or simulating 
physical systems; solve problems 
by decomposing them into smaller 
parts 
 
select, use and combine a variety of 
software (including internet 
services) on a range of digital 
devices to design and create a 
range of programs, systems and 
content that accomplish given 
goals, including collecting, 
analysing, evaluating and 
presenting data and information 

The first lesson should be coding without a 
computer (practical). Children to use the 
hundred square on the playground and have 
their partner move to different numbers by 
giving directional instructions.  
Children to use the Blue bot app, to program a 
beebot on the ipad. 
 

 

For children who aren’t ready, have them also 
do more practical coding activities, particularly 
using the actual beebots in school.  
 

For extending learners, they can follow 
through using Kodable 
 

Spring 2 – Numbers 
use search technologies effectively, 
appreciate how results are selected 
and ranked, and be discerning in 
evaluating digital content 

Children to gather basic information that they 
can enter into Numbers. They then need to 
create a graph to show the results.  
 
 
 

 

For children who aren’t ready yet, give them a 
readymade spreadsheet and they create a 
graph. 
 

For extending learners, they create a 
spreadsheet with basic formula. 
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Summer 1 – Writing 
select, use and combine a variety of 
software (including internet 
services) on a range of digital 
devices to design and create a 
range of programs, systems and 
content that accomplish given 
goals, including collecting, 
analysing, evaluating and 
presenting data and information 

Children will use the Word on the laptops to 
focus on basic functions). This will be how to 
type a capital letter and using the shift key to 
utilise the different symbols on the keys. Refer 
to the old year one plan. 

 

For children who aren’t ready, have them 
simply be able to write sentences on Word 
with a capital letter and full stop.  

For extending learners, they can add images 
to their work and borders  

Summer 2 – 
Computer Science 
design, write and debug programs that 

accomplish specific goals, including 
controlling or simulating physical 
systems; solve problems by 
decomposing them into smaller 
parts design, write and debug 
programs that accomplish specific 
goals, including controlling or 
simulating physical systems; solve 
problems by decomposing them 
into smaller parts 
 
use logical reasoning to explain 
how some simple algorithms work 
and to detect and correct errors in 
algorithms and program 
 

 

The first lesson should be coding without a 
computer (practical). This should be able to fit 
in with some other area of the curriculum, 
recipes for example.  
Children to start going through Kodable, 
following through the guides. 
 

 

For children who aren’t ready, use the blue 
bot app to program an online bot to move 
around. 

For extending Learners, they will use Lightbot 
and follow through the guides. 
 

 


